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Abstract

The browser is one of the most critical software used today. Billions of people from a plethora of devices depend on browsers to explore the web, a process that involves fetching, compiling and executing code from websites. Browsers add new features constantly, which triggers updates on webpages to leverage them. This fantastic interplay of software evolution between browsers and the web shifts constantly the security landscape and makes the web harder to study and measure, as it constantly evolves.

In this talk I will focus on evasive threats that rise from the evolution of the web. We will talk about the state of the art in client-side cloaking techniques in phishing, like fake CAPTCHAs and crawler fingerprinting. Based on these findings, we will observe how limited our knowledge is regarding the functionality that is executed in the browser when we visit a page. To improve our understanding of web behavior, we will explore VisibleV8, a custom variant of the V8 JavaScript engine that logs native function or property accesses during any JS execution. We will leverage VisibleV8 to explore different web behaviors, from bot detection to code obfuscation. Finally, I will talk about my vision of the next-generation web behavior measurements and building malicious behavior detection systems.
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